Background -Infectious diseases are a major burden on human population, especially in low-and
Transmissible infectious diseases impose a major burden on human populations worldwide, being 2 accountable for thirteen millions deaths a year. Fifty percent of these deaths occur in developing 3 countries, representing up to 80% of all age-normalised deaths in some countries. The composi-4 tion of pathogen communities has far-reaching impacts on political stability, economics, and human 5 behaviour [1] . The frequency and severity of outbreaks may also accelerate as human pressures on 6 ecosystems become stronger [2] , and as urban areas with high population density and contact rates 7 became larger. This may be especially true in developing countries where the majority of the popula-8 tion lacks access to adequate health care. Even developed countries are put at a significantly height-9 ened risk of outbreaks when the economy is destabilized [3] [4] [5] . This can lead in the re-emergence of 10 diseases though to be locally eradicated [6] . Since the 1960s, the number of countries reporting out-11 breaks follows an exponential increase, as does the number of pathogens involved in outbreaks [7] .
12
Most efforts to address the rising challenge of increased outbreaks (both in the number of events and Here we use a network-based approach to analyse changes in the biogeographic structure of human 7 pathogens since the 1910s. Site-species (here country-pathogen) occurrence matrices are a powerful 8 representation of communities with a biogeographic structure [13] . Using a sliding-window analy-9 sis, we discovered evidence for a worldwide homogenization of pathogens with steadily increasing 10 biogeographic ranges.
11

Methods
12
Data selection and preparation 13 We used data from the GIDEON (Global Infectious Diseases and Epidemiology Network, www.gideononline.com) 14 database to reconstruct a bipartite network of human pathogens occurrences in countries. We subset For each ten-years bin, we reconstruct the bipartite network P t (C; P) describing the occurrence of 
where A is the incidence matrix of P t , P is a matrix giving the probability that pathogen j is found 20 in country i during the bin (which is proportional to the number of countries that i is found in, and 
